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ABSTRACT
A study of mesoscale precipitation in a tropical disturbance
occurring.on 5 September 1974 during the GATE was undertaken. A
FORTRAN computer program was written which accepts digital radar maps
in polar coordinates and determines the area, mass (volumetric rainfall
flux) and the area-weighted centroids of echoes defined by an intensity
threshold of 30 dbZ. The output of this program was analyzed to deter-
mine the horizontal structure and the development of a band in terms of
the mesoscale precipitation areas of which it is composed. Also
examined were mass-to-area relations for different phases of the band's
development as well as life histories of selected mesoscale precipita-
tion areas. Concurrent synoptic and mesoscale flow patterns and
satellite data are related to the development of the band.
The band is a complex array of various sized areas which interact
during their lifetimes. A single large mesoscale area dominated the
band's structure with many fragmented areas on the periphery. These
fragmented areas were of two typess zero-peak areas which are caused
by residual signal fluctuations and peripheral areas caused by the
roughness or irregularities in the general feature of the precipitation
structure. Strong correlation was found between the mass and the area
of the echoes with different relations for intensifying and decaying
periods of the band. The band developed in the region of an easterly
wave embedded in the ITCZ. It was oriented perpendicular to, and moved
with, the basic 700 mb flow in its initial stage. Later, a mesocyclone
developed at low levels at the east end of the band while the west end
of the band swung southward. The smaller echoes as well as the embedded
cores of activity moved with approximately the 1000 mb flow field. The
band's initial development was vividly depicted by the satellite pic-
tures but extensive high level cloudiness masked the fine details
exhibited by the radar returns.
This study shows that a band or precipitation features can not be
easily analyzed by selecting a 30 dbZ threshold for defining its compo-
nents which are important. This is because of the complex spectrum of
various sized areas which result. However, an understanding of these
fragmented areas can lead to better analysis techniques for defining
meaningful concentrations of precipitation. Several techniques are pro-
posed for combining related areas, ignoring insignificant areas, and
identifying significant areas of precipitation. Possible applications
of the mass-to-area relations of the echoes to modeling are discussed.
Thesis Supervisors Pauline M. Austin
Title: Senior Research Associate
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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of mesoscale precipitation areas has shown that
banded structures are a frequently observed feature in both extra-
tropical and tropical storms. This fact has been reported in
literature for some times Austin (1960) in warm frontal areas in New
England, Elliott and Hovind (1964) in Pacific Coast storas, Browning
and Harrold (1969) in the warm sector of a cyclone in England, Austin
and House (1972) in 17 New England cyclones and most recently Hobbs
et al (1976) in wara fronts in the Pacific Northwest. These banded
structures contained smaller identifiable concentrations of
precipitation.
Austin and House (1972) studied smaller entities and categorised
them into large mesoscale areas (LMSAs), small mesoscale areas (SMSAs)
and cells. The LMSAs had areas ranging from 10 3 ka2 to 104 ka 2 with
lifetimes of several hours. The SMSAs had areas of 102 kr 2 to 103km2
with lifetimes on the order of an hour. The smaller areas were more
intense than and inside the larger ones. When studying the LMSAs,
Reed (1972) noticed that the banded structures contained nearly all of
the heavy precipitation associated with the storm.
The ability to accurately examine mesosoale phenomena has been
greatly enhanced by the development of techniques for digital recording
of weather radar data. Most of the data available, heretofore, have
been in the form of 35-mm film with selected thresholds of rainfall
rates outlined on the pictures. Such a data set presents a more or
less continuous picture of the precipitation pattern evolvement and
still provides some quantitative information. However, the digital
data provide a record of rainfall in incremental areas from which
exact computation of precipitation area, total rainfall amounts and
other quantities can be made. With the completion of Project GATE
(GARP (Global Atmospheric Research Program) Atlantic Tropical
Experiment), in 1974, extensive digital radar data have become avail-
able for tropical disturbances, with supporting temperature, humidity
and wind data, that permits detailed examination of precipitation on
the mesoscale. This radar data retains the small scale precipitation
features and has the advantage of being in a form easily processed by
computer techniques.
Photographs of the radar plan position indicator (PPI) demonstrate
extensive bandedness in the GATE storms. Recently, Leary and House
(1976) examined a band observed by the Oceanographer radar on
5 September 1974 during the GATE and concluded that intense cores of
precipitation in the band were the major contributors to the band's
precipitation. They studied the vertical structure in detail and also
the motions of the band and the interior cells.
The aim of this present study is to examine the detailed structure
and the life history of a band in a tropical disturbance. The band
selected is one which appeared to the northwest of the band studied by
Leary and House (1976). Several other scientists are analyzing
features of this disturbance. Therefore, a rather complete picture
of this event should emerge. The horizontal structure and development
of the band is studied in terms of the mesoscale precipitation areas
of which it is composed. Also, life histories of selected mesoscale
precipitation areas are examined in the context of variations in areal
coverage and rainfall rate. Short term variations (30-minute) in
sizes of precipitation areas are studied in an effort to determine the
important physical factors which influence their development, appear-
ance, and subsequent demise. Concurrent synoptic and mesoscale flow
patterns are related to the development of the band in order to find
the interdependence of the phenomena of different scales. Cloud
patterns deduced from satellite imagery are qualitatively correlated
to the band's structure to determine their relationship. It is hoped
that the results presented in this case study may serve as a stepping
stone in the investigation of interreactions between mesoscale pre-
cipitation structures and circulations and eventually may contribute
to understanding of the important physical factors involved in the
mesoscale.
II. DATA AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS
A. GATE DATA
The radar data used in this study are those taken aboard the
R/V GILLISS on 5 September 1974 during Project GATE. GATE was an
international effort in the summer of 1974 to gather intensive data
in support of determining the effects of small-scale tropical systems
on the large-scale circulation, and eventually developing an improved
numerical model of these phenomena. Details are discussed by Kuettner
et al (1974). The weather observations were taken in the tropical
eastern atlantic in a region extending from 95W to 55 E longitude
and 20oN to 100S latitude. Forty instrumented ships, thirteen air-
craft as well as several land-based stations made up the data-
gathering network. The SMS, geosynchronous satellite was docked over
the GATE area. The research ships were spaced roughly 50 apart and
together with several land-based stations made atmospheric soundings
4 times a day. Centered at 8.5°N, 23.5oW was a mesoscale array of
ships denoted as the B-scale array. The B-scale array was a hexagon
with 150-km sides which included six ships at the corners and one at
the center. The GILLISS was located in the northwest corner of the
array at 9.25oN and 24.80W.
Observations in GATE were taken in three 21-day periods. The
GILLISS participated in all three phases, recording digital radar data.
The radar was a C-band radar interfaced with a minicomputer. Data
describing the 3-D storm structure were recorded every fifteen
minutes and polaroid photographs of the scope were made every hour.
Many of the disturbances observed exhibited banded structure. The
band in this case study was selected because of its well-defined
structure as shown by the polaroid photographs.
B. THE CASE CHOSEN FOR STUDY
In choosing a storm the following criteria were applieds 1) a
well-defined banded structure was sought; 2) the band should be within
range of the GILLISS radar for most, preferably all, of its lifetime;
and 3) high resolution satellite data and synoptic and mesoscale
analyses should be available.
The storm chosen was a rain band observed on 5 September 1974
(Julian date 248) during the third phase of GATE. The band was
tracked from its beginning at 0300 Z when it was approximately 160km
NE of the ship until 1630 Z when the intense cores of precipitation
dissipated with only weak stratiform rain remaining. By this time,
the band was south of the ship.
C. THE RADAR DATA
1i. Characteristics of the Radar Data
The radar is a C-band radar interfaced with a Texas Instrument
980A minicomputer. The radar has a beam width of 1.40, a pulse
length of 2zsec and a peak transmitted power of 250kw. The computer
controls the radar antenna as well as compensating for the ship's
motion in lieu of a stabilized platform.
The radar data were recorded in the form of digital radar maps
(B-scans). A B-scan is an array with a Cartesian format of range
vs azimuth. The azimuth values vary from 00 to 359 with an interval
of one degree. The range has 512 bins of valuess the first 256 bins
have a resolution of 250 (0 to 64km); the second 128 bins, 500m (64
to 128km); and the last 128 bins, 1km (128 to 256ka). The data are
stored on the magnetic tape in machine numbers which need decoding to
obtain dbZ units.
Examination of the initial B-scans revealed that sea clutter
affected the data near the ship. Software has now been developed to
obtain rain reflectivity measurements at close ranges by using data
from higher elevation angles. When this study was commenced, however,
the most practical technique for avoiding contamination by sea clutter
was simply to eliminate the first 10km of data.
The antenna control system did not achieve complete compensation
for the ship's motion. Therefore, the true elevation angles often
differed from the nominal value (the intended angle) by as much as
one degree and occasionally even two degrees. To insure a represen-
tative low-level scan, the maps at nominal elevations of 00 and o10
were combined by maximizing the Z value on a bin-by-bin basis. The
higher reflectivity values are assumed to be more representative of
the low-level precipitation. If the radar beam is pointing below the
Rainfall reflectivity is expressed in dbZ units with dbZ defined as
dbZ - 10 log Z, where Z is equivalent reflectivity factor in mm6/m3 .
horizon, the only echo is sea clutter occurring at very close ranges.
At higher elevations, much of the power in the beam is above the cell
tops and the precipitation encountered at the higher levels tends to
have a lower reflectivity. This combination of scans also minimized
another problem. Occasionally, a ray of data would be missed during
the antenna's rotation. Presumably, this ray is filled in by the
corresponding ray in the second scan.
Infrequently, a spurious signal resulted in abnormally high
reflectivities being recorded. Most of these values occurred near
the beginning of the scan. To prevent their being included in the
analysis, a filter value of 60 dbZ was used. Rays containing larger
values were rejected from the scan but printed out so that the
validity of the rejection could be manually verified.
The amount of computer storage required was reduced by degrading
the data to a resolution of one degree and 2km. Here, a problem arose
of handling indicated zero values in the averaging. A value recorded
as zero could actually represent any value below the minimum detectable
signal and, therefore, is indeterminate. When zeroes occurred within
a group of range bins to be averaged, the following technique was
applied. If more than half of the values to be averaged were zero, a
zero value was assigned to the 2km bin. If one half or fewer of the
values were zero, the average of the non-zero values was assigned.
Other data problems are described in detail in Austin (1976).
2. Analysis of the Radar Data
A rain band is composed of many concentrations of precipitation.
To effectively characterize the many radar echoes involved, a FORTRAN
computer program was developed for the data analysis. The program is
described in detail in appendix I. Essentially, the program called
CELL, adapted from Freeman (1976), isolates all the separate echoes
on a given radar map defined by a selected threshold intensity. Each
separate echo is assigned a number which is listed as output together
with its area (kmin2 ), area weighted centroid (azimuth (deg), range (km))
and mass (m3/sec).
Because of the specialized use of terminology, three definitions
must be made. An echo is an instantaneous radar return of an area of
precipitation, outlined by a selected threshold intensity. A pre-
cipitation area is an area of rain which exists as a separate identity
over some period of time. It is represented by a series of echoes
which occur on successive radar maps. If the precipitation area is
short lived, it may be represented by only one echo. The mass of an
echo is the volumetric rainfall flux through the area of its base
enclosed by the threshold contour. It is computed using the Z-R rela-
tion, Z - 232 R1. 2 5 (Z in mm6/m3, R in mm/hr). Each computed value of
R is multiplied by the area of the range bin it occurred in, then the
bins are summed over the area enclosed by a threshold contour. This
quantity is then converted from (mm/hr) (kim2 ) to m3 /sec.
There is no clear indication of what threshold intensity should
be chosen for the analysis. The threshold should be larger than the
From personal communication with S. Geotis (MIT).
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largest minimum detectable signal, which increases with range, i.e. the
farther the signal travels the stronger the target reflectivity needs
to be for detection back at the radar. The minimum detectable signal
is 30 dbZ at 256km. A logical threshold would thus appear to be
30 dbZ. Moreover, some preliminary analysis (Freeman (1976) and
Appendix 11) of digital radar data suggests that 30 dbZ may be an
appropriate intensity for delineating large mesoscale precipitation
areas as defined by Austin and Houze (1972).
On any radar map there are numerous echoes defined by a selected
threshold especially one in the vicinity of 30 dbZ. Usually, only the
largest echoes correspond to the concentration of precipitation
designated as a large mesoscale area.
There are numerous very small echoes on the map which result from
signal fluctuations and do not correspond to physical regions of
intensified precipitation. Each reflectivity value on a digital map
is the result of an averaging process by the radar and associated
instrumentation. The raw signal returned to the radar by precipitation
is very noisy. It contains audio-frequency fluctuations caused by
interference between the waves scattered from hydrometeors which move
at different velocities. The standard deviation in the raw signal is
approximately 6 db. Averaging 32 pulses in time reduces the standard
deviation to slightly over 1 db provided each pulse represents an
independent random configuration of the scatterer. As a result of the
residual fluctuations, some of the reflectivity values on a map may
differ from the true average values by approximately a decibel.
Consequently, in a large area of precipitation of fairly uniform
intensity (i.e. low intensity gradient), some of the individual
values will be higher and some lower than the actual uniform intensity
warrants. Therefore, no matter what threshold intensity is chosen,
many small areas will appear randomly in regions where the actual
intensity is just barely below the threshold. Break-through areas of
this type are referred to as zero-peak areas in this study because
the internal intensity does not rise to a peak above the threshold,
value.
Another type of echo which does not represent a separate concen-
tration of precipitation has been designated "satellite area."
Satellite areas appear on the periphery of a larger area and apparently
occur because of roughness or irregularities in the general feature of
the precipitation structure. That is, the intensity does not decrease
monotonically in all directions from the major peaks in a concentration
of precipitation, but has secondary peaks and valleys. Freeman (1976)
found that at a lower threshold the satellites are incorporated into
the larger areas, but new satellites appear in the neighborhood of the
new threshold. In this study, when a single threshold is used to
define the area4 it was found that the satellites either had recently
broken off from a larger area which was diminishing in intensity or
else they appeared and later merged with the larger area.
In addition to zero-peak areas and satellite areas, a third type
of special areas were noticed and designated as "fringe areas".
These are smaller areas than the satellite areas and have very short
lifetimes. The majority appear as new areas then die or they break
away and then die. Thus, they represent either single-peak areas
which never grow very large or decaying cellular structures that
quickly die.
Once the computer statistics has been generated, the first step
in the hand analysis is to identify the same area on a succession of
B-scans at 15 minute intervals. In all, 52 B-scans covering the time
period from 0300 to 1630 Z are examined. Life histories of all the
separate areas (defined by the 30 dbZ threshold) are then recorded.
From these records the following characteristics are extracteds
1) area size distribution.
2) contributions of areas of different sizes to total area and
total rain mass.
3) relationship between size, mass, maximum intensity, and mean
intensity.
4) probability of future history (next 15 minutes) as a function
of size, i.e. are they likely to diminish, grow, merge with a larger
area, disappear or stay the same.
5) probability of past history (past 15 minutes) as a function of
size, i.e. are they likely to have grown, diminished, stayed the same,
broken away from a larger area or just appeared, and
6) life histories of selected areas.
D. SYNOPTIC DATA
Synoptic and mesoscale flow pattern charts were obtained from
G. Dean (Smith and Dean (1976)) for 6 hourly periods on 5 September
1974 for the significant levels of surface, 850, 700, 500, 300 and
200 millibars. They covered a region from 00 to 200N and 100 to
350 W. The radar data are compared to the flow charts to determine
which flow features led to the formation of the band. The movements
of the different sized echoes are compared to the winds at the
different levels. Time bracketing synoptic data are extracted from
the GATE Preliminary Data Set, which is available in 35-mm microfilm
form from NCC . D. Martin (U. of Wisconsin) provided satellite
derived winds for the cumulus and cirrus levels along with the
divergence fields for the two levels at 1230 Z. Comparison of the
radar pattern to the divergence fields are made.
E. SATELLITE DATA
Visual (VIS) and infrared (IR) satellite data are compared to
the radar data for determining the pattern correlation between them.
The satellite data, available from NCC in 35-mm microfilm form, had
1/2, 1, or 2 nmi resolution for the visual images and a 4 nmi resolu-
tion for the infrared images. A continuous time series is possible
since the satellite pictures are available for 1/2 or 1 hour intervals.
National Climatic Center
World Data Center A
Federal Building
Asheville, N.C. 28801
III. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. THE BAND IN RELATION ITS ENVIRONMENT
1. General Features of the Band
The radar displays are shown in Fig. 1. The band (A-B) was
initially observed 160km NE of the ship as a NW-SE line of weak echoes
(30 - 39 dbZ). As the band moved SW toward the radar at 8 m/sec, it
developed in intensity and dimensions. By 0900 Z, it was located 25ka
NE of the ship and had become S-shaped (Fig. lc). The dimensions were
25km by 200km. The west end of the band then continued a southwesterly
swing at 10-12 m/sec while the eastern end remained stationary and
exhibited cyclonic curvature indicating the location of a mesocyclone
(Fig. Id). The swinging motion of the band is similar to that observed
with feeder bands in a typhoon or hurricane. At the time of peak con-
vective activity, the active cores of the band had intensities of 47
to 52 dbZ. After 1200 Z the band began a rapid spreading in width to
100km as the blow off from the convective activity produced widespread
light precipitation behind the convection. By 1600 Z the band became
oriented E-W just SW of the ship. It was quasi-stationary with dimen-
sions of 200km by 350km At this time, the active cores had diminished
in both quantity and intensity.
2. Synoptic Scale Circulation
Flow charts covering the area studied are in Fig. 2. The exten-
sive convective activity in the vicinity of the GILLISS on 4-5 Septem-
ber 1974 occurred prior to the passage of an easterly wave, which is
described by Burpee and Dugdale (197 ). The wave originated over
the African continent on 3 September and still was identifiable on
10 September when it passed out of the observing area at 400 west.
It was a large amplitude trough, visible at 850,700, and 500 mb
levels, with a wavelength of 2000km and an average speed of 6 m/sec.
The particular band of precipitation analyzed in this study
occurred near the inflection point of the easterly wave and the down-
stream ridge. The wave moved very little during the band's lifetime.
The band moved initially with the basic 700 mb northeasterly flow
until intensification at 0900 to 1200 Z when the low-level pattern
(700 mb and below) became a complex pattern of mesocyclones and con-
vergent lines (Fig. 2c). The cores of the band moved with the flow
at a level intermediate to the surface and 850 ab level. This motion
was to the left of the motion of the band as a whole. High level
(200 ab) divergent flow existed during the band's entire lifetime
(Figs 2e).
3. Mesoscale Circulation
When the band first appeared, there was no apparent low-level
circulation associated with it. At 00 £ there was a mesocyclone
seven degrees east of the ship with a broad line of convergence extend-
ing westward from it through the center of the B-array (Fig. 2a). By
12 Z, however, a mesocyclone had developed near 9.5 N, 23 W, 130km east
of the GILLISS (Fig. 2b). The precipitation pattern associated with
the mesocyclone is indicated on the radar map (Fig. ld).
At 18 Z a dumbbell shaped mesocyclone system existed with one of
the cyclones over the ship. By this time, the intense cores of the
band had weakened and the precipitation had become widespread and
stratiform. This complex low-level circulation is shown in Fig. 2b
and 2c.
The divergence analysis from satellite derived winds agrees well
with the basic position of the band at 1230 Z with a slight bend in
the east end (Fig. 3). The low-level winds as analyzed from satellite
data fail to position a mesocyclone near 9.50N, 230W at 0900 or 1230 Z
but do indicate one farther east near 21oW (Fig. 4). This position
discrepancy may be due to the lack of data at the cumulus level under
the cirrus shield. By 15 Z, the derived circulation exhibits a broad
weak mesocyclone encompassing the area indicated by the dumbbell
system (Fig. 5).
Because of the lack of detailed data as early as 00 Z, it can not
be categorically stated which came.tirst, the band or the mesocyclones.
The wind data at 00 Z seems to indicate that the mesocyclones which
developed later were a result of the banded structure's development.
The low-level convergence line and the upper level divergence area
shown by Martin could be due to the effects of the banded convective
activity. It is possible that the band was initiated by a ducted wave
as described by Lindzen and Tung (1976) with the resultant mesocyclo-
genesis. However, examination of this hypothesis is beyond the scope
of the present study.
4. Cloud Pattern
The satellite recorded the birth and growth of the band just as
vividly as the radar did (Fig. 1). The radar returns are initially
(04 Z) located near the leading edge (S to SW) of the high cloud
shield as depicted by the satellite. The intense cores, indicated by
the turrets in the cirrus layer, and the radar echoes are in good
agreement. The cumulus tops are slightly to the south of the radar
returns. The separation is within the gridding accuracy of the
satellite images and the relative location is consistent with the
fact that the low-level precipitation tends to fall behind a moving
generator (cloud). By 12-14 Z the radar returns are more centered on
the satellite cloudiness as the rain intensity diminishes. By 16 Z,
the convection has died but the .cloudiness continues to spread to the
northwest consistent with the southeasterly upper-level flow.
B. STRUCTURE OF THE RAIN BAND
1. The Band as a Whole
The band first appeared at 0300 Z NE of the ship and was tracked
until 1630 Z. Fig. 6 depicts the time changes of the band. The area
encompassed by the band increased uniformly from 0300 Z to 1130 Z,
doubling in size every two hours (curve #4). After 1130 Z the total
area remained fairly constant with relatively small oscillations. The
total area oscillates with a period of li to 2j hours, with minima at
0700, 0930, 1130, 1245 and 1500 Z. The cause of these oscillations is
unknown, although it may be due to antenna elevation oscillation or
rain attenuation. The pronounced minimum at 1015 to 1030 Z is
associated with radar attenuation due to the heavy rainfall and a
wet radome, as the active core of the band passed over the ship.
The mass (m3/sec) is defined as the volumetric rain flux through
the base of an echo defined by the 30 dbZ contour. The mass curve #5
of the band is similar to the area curve except that the mass increased
more rapidly than the area for the first five to six hours. The exact
variation of the mass-to-area ratio is exhibited by curve #1. This
ratio is the total mass of the band divided by the total area and con-
verted to dbZ. It represents the intensity per square kilometer the
band would have if its entire area had the same intensity. The ratio
increases for the first 5j hours then remains constant until 1130 Z
after which it slowly decreases, a result of the rainshield spreading
and dominating the band areal coverage.
The maximum intensity of the band (#2) increases for the first
six hours then slowly decreases for the remainder of the time. The
decrease at 1030 Z is the result of attenuation. At 1130, 1400, 1430
and 1600 Z, maximum intensities occurred but no significant increase
in the average intensity (#1) resulted. The increases are due,
apparently, to transient isolated features.
2. Structure in Terms of 30 dbZ Echoes
An echo is defined as an instantaneous return of an area of
precipitation where the reflectivity is greater than 30 dbZ. During
the band's 13j-hour lifetime, the average echo size was 122km2 , the
average echo mass was 246 m3 /sec, and the average number of echoes
per radar map was 54. During this time period, 1641 precipitation
areas existed, where a precipitation area is an area of rain
spanning successive B-scans. Curve #3 (Fig. 6) shows the time
fluctuation of the number of echoes in the band. Note the slow
increase in the number until 1130 Z when the number increases rapidly
as the dissipating band becomes fragmented. The decrease from 1330
to 1430 Z is paradoxically a response to the increase in the maximum
intensity of the band. The intensification results in a merging of
the echoes fringing the intensifying echo as was discussed in II.C.2.
C. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE INDIVIDUAL ECHOES
1. Class Determination
The echoes are divided into 15 different classes based on their
size. These classes have the following minimum sizes (in km 2) 1.0,
1.5, 3, 5, 0lo, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1280, 2560, 5120, and 10240.
There are a few echoes smaller than lkm2 and these are placed in the
smallest class. Fig. 7 is a plot of the number of echoes occurring
per class. There was an increasing number of echoes with decreasing
size except for areas less than 20km2 . Due to the nature of the B-scan,
very small areas are suppressed in the smoothing at long ranges. The
resolution of the B-scan is 10 in azimuth and 2km in range, so the area
of each bin increases with range from 0.07 to 8.9km2. As the class size
decreases below 20km, fewer and fewer available bins exist for occur-
rences of that size echo.
2. Zero Peak Areas
The signal-break-through phenomenon discussed in II.C.2 results in
many small echoes appearing which have intensities barely above the
intensity threshold. Echoes are examined which had the same intensity
over their whole area. The term zero peak echoes was coined to denote
areas where no peaks existed i.e. all the data bins in the echo have
the same intensity. Most of the zero peak echoes have intensities of
30 or 31 dbZ with five percent having intensities of 32 or 33 dbZ.
Thirty-nine percent of the total number of echoes in the band are zero
peak echoes. They average 5.7km2 in area and represent 1.8% of the
instantaneous area of the band. However, they comprise only 0.9% of
the total mass of the band with each echo having an average intensity
of 30.1 dbZ. The lifetimes of the zero peak areas are short. Their
average lifetime was 15.8 minutes indicating that a large number (95%)
appeared on only one map. The zero peak areas represented 82% of the
areas smaller than 10km2. If they appeared on one map, a lifetime of
15 minutes was assumed. It is concluded that most zero peak areas are
areas smaller than 10km2 arising from signal fluctuations.
3. Contributions of Various Sized Echoes
The area and mass contribution of each class is computed.
Cumulative values are shown in Fig. 8 and individual class contribu-
tions are in Table 1. There is an increasing contribution to the
total area and the total mass per class as the class size increases.
The echo number contribution decreases with increasing class size, as
previously mentioned.
Fifty percent of the echoes are smaller than 10km2 , but contribute
only 1.5% and 1% of the total area and mass, respectively. Fifty
percent of the mass and area occur in echoes greater than 5000km2
which comprise 0.5% of the total number of echoes. By using Fig. 21,
a determination can be made for rejection of small echoes. By con-
sidering the accuracy desired in the total mass or the total area
computation, areas smaller than a given size can be ignored thus
reducing the amount of computer storage required for echo analysis.
The larger and more important echoes will be retained. For example,
to determine the total mass to within a 98% accuracy, all echoes
smaller than 20km2 can be rejected. This would eliminate 64% of the
echoes. To retain the mass of the rejected echoes for later reference,
a separate total could be kept of this statistic without retaining the
mass of the individual echoes.
Because of recent interest (L6pez, 1976) in log-normal distribu-
tions of data, the data are so plotted (Fig. 9). The data do not
appear to fit a log-normal distribution. Possibly a much larger sample
of data or a different synoptic situation is needed for the appearance
of such a distribution. With a banded structure, large areas are
preferred. This biases the data. In an undisturbed situation, a more
random distribution should result with the maximum echo size smaller.
4. Relation of Maximum and Mean Intensities to Echo Size
The maximum and mean intensities of the echoes in each class were
determined and then averaged (Fig. 10). The maximum intensity increases
with increasingly larger classes, with relative maxima occurring at
class 5 (10 - 20km2), class 9 (160 - 320ka2) and class 12 (1280 -
2560km2). It should be noted that there is a large deviation in both
the maximum and mean intensities of individual echoes of the same size
as indicated in Fig, 10.
The mean intensities increase with increasing class size until
class 12 when a decrease occurs. This signifies the increasing strati-
fication of the echoes. It also shows that for this case study an echo
of intense convective activity can only reach a certain size (2500 -
3000km2 ) before stratification occurs. This may be true only for this
case.
5. Mass-to-Area Relationship
In examining the relation between mass and area, all the echoes
greater than 100km2 are included with a decreasing number of echoes in
the smaller class sizes randomly selected for consideration. This is
to avoid an overweighted influence of the many small areas which con-
tribute little to the area and mass of the band and exist as separate
entities for a short period of time.
The relations were determined by using linear regression. The
general equation is:
N
M alog A] (M = mass, A = area)
.-o
Values for N of 1 through 6 were examined. The changes in the standard
deviation and correlation coefficient with increasing N are less than
0.5%. Therefore, the first-power relation is presented as the best
fit curve (Fig. 11).
For all the echoes in the band, the equation is, after converting
to a direct mass-to-area relation, M = 1.11 A1.0 8 , where A is in km2
and M in m3 /sec. The correlation coefficient (P) was 0.98. The mass
determined from the equation is accurate to within +53% of the actual
area. This corresponds to a standard deviation of 0.185 in the log M
vs log A equation. These statistics are similar to those found by
Marks and Hudlow (1976) with Oceanographer radar data taken during
GATE. They examined several days (cases) of datas a squall line case,
a band case and an undisturbed case. Twenty-four hours of data com-
prised each case. They found a linear log M-log A relation, but
differences in both the slopes and the intercepts were observed for
different synoptic situations. Because of difference in the units of
mass and the reflectivity thresholds, the equations developed in this
study and those of Marks and Hudlow can not be directly compared.
In plotting the data, it was noted that the character of the
echoes from 0300 Z to 1130 Z were different from those after 1130 Z.
The period from 0300 Z to 1130 Z was labeled as during band intensifi-
cation (DBI) and the other time period as after band intensification
(ABI). The equations for the two periods are, respectively, M -
0.941 A1.17 (pa .98, standard deviation of 56%) and M - 1.03 Al' 07
( p .98, standard deviation of 33%). (See Fig. 11).
The exponent of the DBI curve (1.17) is larger than the exponent
of the ABI curve (1.07). Marks and Hudlow (1976) found a power of 1.10
for the band and squall line cases and 1.06 for the undisturbed day.
Thus, mass-to-area equations for organized convective days or times of
intensifying convection have exponents greater than those equations
resulting from undisturbed days or dissipating activity. This is
because of the greater mass-to-area ratio of intense convective
activity.
Even though the band was intensifying for the first 8& hours,
some areas were decaying during this time. This resulted in the large
standard deviation of the DBI data. However, while the band was
dissipating, nearly all the areas were also dissipating giving a small
standard deviation for that time period. If additional studies
indicate similar power variations for intensifying or dissipating
areas, all the echoes on the radar scope could be examined and the
'high power' ones marked and tracked by a computer for their possible
impact on a forecast terminal. This would be a useful real-time
forecasting tool.
6. Number of Peaks Above 40 dbZ Versus Echo Size
Attempts to relate peak intensity with echo size have resulted
in poor correlations. Marks and Hudlow (1976) found correlation
coefficient values ranging from .16 to .51. Extreme amounts of
scatter were noticed in this case study where nearly any size echo
could have peak values ranging from 30 - 50 dbZ (Fig. 10). However,
the peaks above 40 dbZ and the area of the echo are well correlated
(Fig. 12). A value is considered to be a peak when it is larger than
the surrounding eight data bins on the B-scan. These peaks represent
cores of activity embedded in the larger echo. The data are plotted
based on the two time periods, DBI and ABI. There is little difference
in the two curves for echo sizes less than 300km 2. Only a small
number of peaks occur in these echoes. Above 300km 2 , the DBI curve
shows one peak per approximately 50 to 60km2 of area. The ABI curve
shows one peak per 200km2 or more of area. It should be recognized
that the large echoes comprising the DBI curve are, for the most part,
the same precipitation area but at different times. If similar
results are found during intensifying and dissipating stage of other
storms, the concentration of peaks in a given area may provide an
indication of whether or not an echo is intensifying.
7. Short Period Changes of Different Sized Echoes
The development and dissipation tendencies in relation to echo
size were studied in the following manner. Because areal time changes
are considered, the term 'area' is used instead of 'echo' even though
a short time period is involved. An area, at a given time, is placed
into one of the 15 size classes as described earlier. Then, its
situation 15 minutes previous is examined. The past to present change
could have 5 possibilities the area could have grown (from a smaller
class), remained the same (no class change), decreased (from a larger
class), newly appeared, or broken away from a larger area. Next, the
change in the subsequent 15 minutes is found. Similarly, there are
five possibilities for the future change. From its present size, an
echo could grow, remain the same, decrease, die by weakening to below
30 dbZ or merge with a larger area. Since 15-minute histories are
considered, areas which appeared at the breaks in the data, at 1000 Z
or at 1630 Z, could not be counted. As a result, only 2628 of the
2808 areas could be considered for analysis. From this analysis, a
3-dimensional array is made (Table 2). The Table shows that 58% of
the areas appeared as new echoes with 42% appearing by breaking away
from larger areas. Seventy percent of the areas lost their identity
by dying while 30% merged with a larger area.
The merging and breaking away of areas is an important considera-
tion in studying mesoscale activity because of their possible effect
on the determination of the boundaries of a precipitation area. An
area is considered to have broken away when a small area becomes dis-
connected from a larger, main area. That area which retains the
characteristics, such as shape, peak intensity, locations and overall
movement, from the past 15-minute echo, is considered the main area.
Only in one case, when an area broke into 3 nearly identical areas,
was the original area lost completely. An area was considered to have
merged when it became part of a larger area.
From the 3-dimensional array (Table 2), a number of statistics
can be determined. Specifically, four different questions are con-
sidereds one, what type of change brought the echoes to their present
size from the immediate past?; two, how will the echoes change in the
immediate future?; three, what happens in the immediate future to the
areas that form by breaking away from a larger area?; and, four, what
is the immediate past of the echoes that merge with a larger area?
First, regarding the past areal variations, Table 3 shows that
areas less than 40km2 rarely existed fifteen minutes earlier, and
appeared by either breaking away or by newly appearing on the map.
The larger areas (>40km2)generally grew during the previous 15 minutes,
except those greater than 5120km2 which tended to remain the same size.
Second, regarding the future changes, Table 4 indicates that
once an area appeared, if it was smaller than 40km2 , it would die in
the next 15 minutes. From 40km2 to 640km2 , it was more likely to
decrease in size. Areas greater than 640km2 tended to remain the same
size and those between 2560 and 5120km2 would grow.
Third, regarding the future of the breakaway areas, these areas
exhibit the following characteristics (Table 5)t
1) the majority.of the areas die in the next 15 minutes (56%);
2) a large number (26%) of the areas remerge or reconnect with
larger areas in the next 15 minutes; and
3) the remaining areas eithergrow or remain the same, with no
process preferred.
For small areas (<40km2 ), dying is the most probable future event.
Above 40km2 , there are relatively few areas (40 out of 641). They tend
to either merge, decrease or stay the same.
Four, regarding the immediate past of the echoes that merge,
Table 6 shows the majority (72%) of them appeared on only one map
before merging. Forty-six percent of these are breakaway areas that
merge in the next 15 minutes and 54% are areas that merge within 15
minutes of their initial appearance. These fast-merging areas were
small with 92% of them less than 40km2 in area. The areas that did
not merge rapidly tended to be larger and were growing at the time of
merging (Table 6). These statistics are based on the size of the
area when merging and considered only their past 15-minute history.
8. Lifetime Histories
So far, only short term variations of the precipitation areas
have been examined. To determine the entire lifetime history of the
areas, all the precipitation areas that were tracked were put into
classes based on the maximum size attained. The two possibilities for
their appearance on the radar were by newly appearing or by breaking
away. The two possibilities for their disappearance were dying or
merging. (Dying implies that their reflectivity diminished below
30 dbZ.) An array can be made, similar to the one for short term
(+15-minute) variations of size. Table 7 depicts the number of areas
in each of the classes along with the average lifetime of the areas in
that class.
Two characteristics based on the maximum size the area attained
are computeds the lifetime of the area (Fig. 13) and the average
maximum intensity at breakaway (Graph 14). Also computed was the
relationship between the intensity of the area at breakaway versus
lifetime (Graph 15) and versus number (Graph 16) of occurrences as well
as an average size of the breakaway areas versus time (Graph 17).
From analyzing this data, a physical picture emerges of the role
of different sized areas. The areas smaller than 10km2 make up 58% of
the number of areas in the band and contribute a maximum of 1.2% of the
area of the band at a given time and 0.9% of the total mass of the
band. They have an average lifetime of 16.8 minutes, signifying that
the majority made only one map appearance, and were given a lifetime of
15 minutes. They appear as new areas rather than as breakaways and
tend to die rather than to merge. The areas are weak with maximum
intensities of 30 or 31 dbZ, which is just larger than the threshold
value of 30 dbZ. Ninety percent of these contain a single data bin
and, therefore, are due to the signal-fluctuation phenomenon. Similar
small areas would appear regardless of the intensity threshold chosen,
with intensities just larger than the threshold value.
The areas between 10km2 and 20km2 represent a transition class
between the zero peak areas and the fringe areas. They comprise 160
of the areas of the band with total mass and maximum areal contribu-
tions of 0.1% and 0.3%, respectively. They are more intense than the
zero peak areas, with maximum intensities averaging near 35 dbZ and
with occasional peaks to 40 - 45 dbZ. The average lifetime is near
23 minutes. Because the size of this class is between 10 and 20km 2
the areas in it are affected by the data bin size at the far ranges of
the scope. These transition areas retain the characteristics of the
smaller areas by appearing as new areas and dying rather than inter-
acting with other areas.
The next set of areas are those between 20ka2 and 160km2 in area.
They are longer lived (30 - 45 minutes) and more intense (average
intensities of 33 to 35 dbZ and peak values of mostly 40 - 45 dbZ) than
the smaller areas. Because they fringe the more intense main area of
precipitation, they are referred to as fringe areas. They show more
of a tendency to break away or merge than the smaller areas, although
a considerable number appeared as new areas and die. Fringe areas are
real physical areas of intensified precipitation as opposed to the
signal-breakthrough areas which are artificial. The fringe areas
represent two basic types of areass one, the areas which grow and
merge into the larger areas and two, those that are decaying cores of
activity.
Areas between 160km2 and 1280km2 in size exist for one to two
hours and have average and peak intensities of 35 - 36 dbZ and 40 -
45 dbZ, respectively. These areas are the transition class between
fringe and areas and satellite areas, with breakaways and mergings
predominating. Usually, after breaking away from a larger area, the
area rejoins the same larger area.
Areas between 1280km2 and 10240km2 are pure satellite areas,
representing large areas of basically stratiform rainfall which break
away and merge with the time oscillations of intensity. Five areas
fall into this group with all of them merging into larger areas. One
grew from a new area and merged after 51 hours. The other four broke
away and merged quickly. Their maximum and mean intensities were
45 dbZ and 36 dbZ, respectively, and they did not exhibit as large a
variance of intensities as did the smaller areas. This was due to
their short lifetime and the fact that they were breakaway areas and
thus had reached a high intensity already.
The largest area with a maximum size of 18,200km2 represents the
main area of the activity observed. The area developed as an intense
line, similar to a squall line, and became more stratiform with time,
due to the blow off from the convection. During its lifetime, it
accounted for 58% of the band's total mass. At its maximum size it
accounted for 88% of the instantaneous band area. By 1630 Z (the end
of the analysis) the area had existed for 10 hours. Although classi-
fied as a breakaway area, it existed as a new area before merging with
a larger area. Later, it broke away again and, still later, absorbed
the decaying area it had merged with earlier. This area vividly
exemplifies the interaction between different areas.
Close examination of Table 7, reveals the complex interaction of
the areas. Sixty percent of the areas either merge or break away.
Many of these are small, but if areas smaller than 10km2 are neglected,
70% of the areas interact. A qualitative look at the data indicates a
large number of satellite areas would be part of the larger area if a
slightly lower threshold was used. These merging and breakaway areas
bear more discussion.
The breakaway and merging areas reveal the following characteris-
tics and general behavior:
1) The number of merging areas increases following an increase in
the number of breakaway areas (Fig. 18), indicating the interdependence
of the two phenomena.
2) Mergings of areas at a threshold occurs in conjunction with
intensification and decreasing intensity causes areas to break away
(Fig. 18).
3) After merging, the resultant areas are almost always greater
than the several previous uncombined areas, indicating that the
merging is really a filling in of the space between them rather than
an actual combining or collision of the areas.
4) When the band is dissipating, larger areas break away (Fig. 17),
showing that the band is composed of a series of active cores connected
by stratiform rain.
5) Even when the band is intensifying, there is a certain noise
level of breakaway areas. Ten to twenty percent of the areas in the
band are breakaway areas (Fig. 19) and they comprise up to 5% of the
instantaneous areal/coverage of the band. The total area of these
'noise level' breakaway areas is 5 to 15km2 showing that they are small
areas due to signal fluctuation.
6) Small areas died quickly (16 - 18 minutes) and had low inten-
sities (30 to 31 dbZ) as shown in Fig. 14.
7) Large areas lived longer and had high intensities but their
actual lifetime depended on how they appeared and disappeared (Fig. 13).
Examination of the characteristics of the many areas reveals that
the processes of merging and breaking away could be more aptly des-
cribed as connecting and disconnecting. Very often the separation of
areas results from the selection of an arbitrary threshold to define
the areas. Therefore, defining areas by a prescribed threshold is
not satisfactory for isolating concentrations of precipitation. A
need exists to identify the actual separate concentrations of
precipitation with the variations with time of intensity taken into
account.
9. Examples of Areal Histories
To show the time variations of the different types of areas,
five examples are discussed. The largest and the longest lived area
is the one labeled L2 (Fig. 20). This area broke away from another
area and then grew to form the core of the banded structure. During
the lifetime of the area, it comprised 62% of the total mass and area
of the band and a maximum of 88% of the band's area at a given time.
Because it made up such a large part of the band, its time variation
of area and mass are similar to those of the band. The break in data
at 0745 Z represents a merging of L2 into another area. The dip in
the area and mass curves from 1000 to 1100 Z are the result of
attenuation due to the heavy rain as the core of activity passed over
the radar. The dips at 1300 and 1530 Z may be due to attenuation
because strong echoes (45 - 47 dbZ) were very close to the radar at
that time.
The number of areas that break away and merge and the area they
comprised are shown by curves 3 and 4, respectively. The breakaway
areas are plotted at the time they appeared as separate areas. The
merging areas are plotted at the time they already merged into the
large area. While the area was developing or intensifying, the number
of areas that broke away were small but after 1200 Z, when the area
was dissipating, the number of breakaway areas increased. The areas
that broke away were often satellite areas which later merged back into
the main area. Also included in the breakaway areas were many fringe
areas which quickly died so that, on the whole, fewer areas merged
than broke away. For example, from 1200 to 1300 Z, 98 areas broke
away while only 51 areas merged. The only time when the number of
mergings exceeded the number of breakaways was during the initial
intensification of the area.
When the maximum intensity of the area increased, the breakaway
area decreased and vice versa. For example, at 1400 and 1430 Z, the
maximum intensity curve has relative maxima and the breakaway area shas
relative minima. At 1415 Z, the maximum intensity decreased and the
breakaway area increased. In general, when the intensity increased
for 30 - 45 minutes the greatest merging occurred in the first 15
minutes. Similarly, when the intensity decreased for 30 - 45 minutes,
the greatest breaking away occurred immediately.
Generally, the merging of a large amount of area occurred 15 - 30
minutes after the breakaway of a large amount of area. This is because
oscillations in the maximum intensity occur with periods of 30 - 60
minutes and permit mergings and breakaways to change in similar manners.
The second largest area was L (Fig. 21). It existed for 51 hours
before merging with area L2. Mergings and breakaways from this area
followed the pattern of those in area L2. After the area appeared, the
average intensity decreased even though the maximum intensity remained
nearly constant at 45 dbZ. The reason is because of the rapid spreading
of the rain shield surrounding the convective core. At 0945 Z, it
merged with L2 as its average intensity was increasing. Then it broke
away at 1000 Z with decreasing average intensity. By 1030, it re-
merged with L2 for the last time. Its average intensity was decreas-
ing but the intensity of the larger area it merged with was increasing.
Areas BV and AN (Fig. 22) are newly appearing areas which grew
and merged after one to two hours. Both areas were intensifying when
merging. The maximum size they attained were 827 and 643km2 , res-
pectively, so they are significantly smaller than the next larger
areas. Examples of two breakaway areas that merged are shown in
Fig. 23. The areas were intensifying when they merged. The short
lifetimes (15 to 30 minutes) are typical of the satellite areas.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AJD FURTHER STUDY
A. CONCLUSIONS
The banded structure, observed on 5 September 1974 by the GILLISS
radar, formed downstream of an easterly wave, which was embedded in
the ITCZ. Although no mesocyclone existed when the band appeared, as
it intensified, a mesocyclone formed at the east end of the band.
When the divergence patterns at 1230 Z were examined, the low-level
convergence field and upper level divergence field matched well with
the radar echoes' positions. Satellite-derived flow fields generally
agreed with rawinsonde winds but lacked the detailed mesoscale flow
pattern beneath the cirrus shield. The more detailed analysis based
on ship and land station reports indicated the mesocyclone associated
with the band. If it were not for the B-scale ship network, the
mesoscale flow structure would have been lost. Careful study of the
radar data indicates the position of the mesocyclone can be deduced,
so radar data can be effectively used for low-level pattern analysis.
The band initially moved with the basic 700 mb flow but after a
mesocyclone developed at the east end of the band, the west end swung
counter-clockwise like a tropical storm feeder band. The echoes
interior to the large area of the band as well as the small exterior
echoes moved along the orientation of the band at approximately the
1000 mb flow.
The rain band, as exhibited by the radar, was a complex pattern
of various sized areas. A precipitation area is a region of
precipitation which exists over a period of time and thus can be
tracked. It is composed of several echoes, which are instantaneous
radar returns of the precipitation area. Mass (m3/sec) is defined as
a volumetric rain flux through the echo base which is contoured by the
30 dbZ threshold. During the 131-hour lifetime, the band had an
average of 52 echoes per radar map with an average echo size and mass
of 121km2 and 246 m3/sec, respectively. These echoes comprised 1641
precipitation areas. From 0300 Z to 1130 Z, the band was intensifying
and had a large mass-to-area ratio. After 1130 Z, the band was in a
steady state or decaying condition as indicated by the decreasing mass-
to-area ratio. The exact mass-to-area relation for echoes existing
prior to 1130 Z is M = 0.94 A' 1 7 (M = m3 /s, A = kmn2) and after 1130 Z
is M - 1.03 Al 0 7 . For the entire band, the equation is M = 1.11 A1 . 0 8
By comparing the mass-to-area relations of a large number of echoes, a
determination can be made of whether or not a particular echo is
intensifying.
The precipitation areas of different sizes have different
characteristics and physical causes. The areas less than 20km2 in
area are short lived with lifetimes of less than 23 minutes. (An
appearance on one map is counted as a lifetime of 15 minutes.) Com-
prising 74% of the number of areas, they contributed less than 1.5% of
the instantaneous area and 1% of the total mass of the band. They
tend to be weak with maximum intensities (31 dbZ) just larger than
the threshold value of 30 dbZ. They arise primarily from residual
signal fluctuations. They exist in areas of stratiform precipitation
where the intensity gradient is small and are comprised mainly of the
zero peak areas.
Areas between 20km2 and 160km2 are longer lived than the smaller
areas with lifetimes of 30 - 45 minutes. They have average intensi-
ties of 33 to 35 dbZ and occasionally contain peak values of 40 -
45 dbZ. They are fringe areas, occurring on the periphery of the
larger more intense areas, caused basically by the choice of an
arbitrary intensity threshold to outline the echoes. These types of
echoes would appear regardless of the threshold chosen.
Areas between 160km2 and 1280km2 in size exist for one to two
hours and have average intensities of 35 - 36 dbZ and maximum intensi-
ties mostly between 40 and 45 dbZ. They represent basically areas
which grow and merge into larger areas or are decaying convective
clusters on the fringes of the major activity. These are real physical
areas as opposed to the smaller areas which appear due to the analysis
prooedures.
Four of the five areas between 1280km2 and 10240km2 were break-
away areas which quickly merged within 30 to 60 minutes. The remain-
ing echo was a new area which grew and later merged. The satellite
areas broke away and merged due to time oscillations in mean intensi-
ties either of the areas themselves or the adjacent larger areas.
Their maximum and minimum intensities were 45 dbZ and 36 dbZ,
respectively.
The single area larger than 10240km2 existed for 10 hours and
still existed at the end of the analysis. During its lifetime, it
accounted for 58% of the total mass of the band and, at its largest
size, comprised 88% of the band's instantaneous area. It is the basic
area of the band and developed as an intense line of convection before
becoming stratiform with time due to the blow off from the convection.
Poor correlation was found in comparing maximum intensity to area,
since all echoes greater than 40kmn2 could have intensities ranging
from 30 to 50 dbZ. The number of peaks of reflectivity greater than
40 dbZ are well-correlated with echo size. The smaller echoes have
fewer peaks. During the intensification of the band, a peak existed
for every 50 - 60km2 of echo area. After the intensification of the
band, a peak existed for every 200km2 or more of echo area. These
peaks represent cores of intense activity.
This band is different from most extra-tropical bands because it
is comprised of a single large mesoscale area (LMSA) whereas the others
have 2 or 3 LMSAs lined up to form the band. The LMSAs are the main
contributors to the band's precipitation although the percentage contri-
bution. can not be made using a single intensity threshold, as used
in this study.
B. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
This study has shown that a band can not
using an arbitrary reflectivity threshold, at
of 30 dbZ, to define the significant interior
understanding of the many fragmented areas in
better understanding of the complexity of the
characteristics of the band. In general, the
be easily analyzed by
least one in the vicinity
areas. However, an
the band can lead to a
texture and general
band is similar to other
ones observed, with concentrations of precipitation building and
dissipating within it. The lifetimes of one or several areas seem to
contribute to the oscillations (,2 hours) in the total area and rain
mass statistics.
Special further study is needed to find a better way of defining
physical concentrations of precipitation than picking an arbitrary
intensity threshold such as 30 dbZ. This would permit inclusion of all
the satellite areas, as defined here, as part of a single concentration
of precipitation. The result would be a more meaningful precipitation
area to track. Marks and hudlow (1976) discuss a technique of deter-
mining significant areas and cores, but as other similar techniques,
it depends on an arbitrary reflectivity threshold.
In lieu of a new method of defining a concentration of precipita-
tion, the continued use of an arbitrary threshold is feasible with two
modifications. First, it is advisable to eliminate those echoes less
than 10km2 (or even 20km2) since they account for such a large number
of the echoes, contribute insignificantly to the band's area and mass,
and are due primarily to residual signal fluctuations. The mass and
area of these areas can be totalled for possible later reference.
Second, a method is needed to combine the satellite areas (and
possibly the fringe areas). There are two possible methods. First,
the most scientific method would be to derive statistics on the separa-
tion distances and the minimum reflectivity between echoes of varying
sizes. Then, using some cut off value (a mean or a standard deviation
value) of either distance or intensity, combine the area and mass of as
45
many echoes as possible and consider them a single concentration of
precipitation. By increasing the distance value or reflectivity value,
fringe areas could be merged along with the satellite areas. A simpler
method would be to scan 2 data bins around an echo and, if another
reflectivity value larger than the threshold was detected, combine the
areas and masses of the echoes where this occurred.
Once the large number of areas are eliminated or they are merged,
the analysis of various banded structures could be more easily
handled by computer analysis. Gradient determination or reflectivity
correlation techniques could be used to identify the major axis of the
large areas and, thus, identify the banded structure as such. This
would be an important step forward in cataloging the activity occurring
during a long time period.
The flow pattern data and the divergence pattern analysis derived
from the satellite data should be analyzed back to a time prior to the
development of the band in this study. This would indicate whether the
band caused the divergence pattern or the divergence caused the band
development. Inclusion of the wind data from the ships should help in
filling in the void of low-level data below heavy cloud cover. The
results from this data should shed light on the cause of the band's
development.
More echoes should be examined to determine the differences in the
mass-to-area relationship between intensifying and decaying areas as
well as between different synoptic situations. These relations could
be used in real time to identify the active areas that bear watching in
forecasting heavy rainfall at a station. Further examination of the
mass-to-area relationship with varying intensity thresholds should
permit development of a technique for estimating rainfall from
satellite data. The texture of the rain band or rain pattern might
be correlated with the digital satellite data for this purpose.
Table 1. Class Contributions of the band's echoess number area and
mass.
(kim2)
Min. Area
Nass in Class
.0327
.0848
.184
.572
1.02
2.22
4.16
5.19
7.86
7.00
9.27
9.45
5.98
27.0
19.9
Class
Area in Class
.0718
.168
.343
1.04
1.74
3.07
4.00
5.51
6.01
6.44
7.95
6.25
5.94
28.3
23.5
1
1.5
3
5
10
20
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560
5120
10240
Total
Echoes
7.95
9.94
1107
18.9
15.2
13.9
9.02
5.81
3.24
1.89
1.18
.499
.178
.463
.241
223
279
327
530
427
389
253
163
91
53
33
14
5
13
6
2806
48
Table 2. A three dimensioal array showing the number of occurrences of the
past and future changes of 2628 precipitation areas. The following terms are
abbreviateds non-existent(NE), grew(GR), decreased(DE), died(DI), same(SA),
broke away(BR) and merged(MR). The class size is in Table 1.
PAET
FUTURE
CLASS IS2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
*** * *** * ** ********* * ***** ******** ****** *****
GR
1
17
29
54
31
23
3
0
0
0
0
NE
DE
0
1
5
9
23
22
16
7
5
0
1
0
DI
73
68
76
112
73
39
12
6
1
0
0
0
MR
38
25
34
42
22
23
8
2
0
0
0
0
SA
0
2
5
27
12
18
11
7
2
C
0
0
GR
C
C
C
6
18
18
13
5
2
2
1
C
C
DE
0
0
1
7
9
16
28
18
9
7
7
3
C
1
C
GR
DI
0
1
2
5
23
21
11
4
3
2
0
0
0
0
0
SA
0
0
0 *
4*
12 *
24 *
19 *
ic *
1 *
C *
2
? *
0
1I
1
11
12
17
7
-P
6
1
C
1
0
GR
2
2
9
17
24
12
12
1C
4
2
C
C
I
C
0
DE
DE
0
0
1
4
9
7
5
11
4
2
1
0
0
0
0
DI
8
19
16
39
19
IC
7
1
0
C
1
0
c
0
0
MR
2
4
4
4
12
5
3
0
0
C
0
0
0
0
0
SA
2C
32 '5
4 *
8*
C
C
1*
1
c*
72 106 72 69 8Z2 95 44 120 34 31TOTAL 159 89 460 194 84
0 •
.... . .... .  .. .. I III l 1 1 111111
Table 2. (continued)
SA
GR DE DI
BR
MR Sk GR DE DI MR SA TOTAL
C 0 3 0 C * 0 0 65 14 3 209
0 0 2 1 C 0* 2 3 76 23 C ** 249
1 1 8 1 0 * 4 2 69 30 3** 305
9 1 23 5 1 * 12 4 71 34 6 ** 502
2 3 14 5 3 * 4 11 37 21 6 * 4C0
9 19 10 4 6 * 4 12 33 20 5 ** 367
IC 10 10 4 12 * 3 4 P ** 244
6 11 3 7 14 * 1 6 1 8 2 ** 154
3 6 1 4 11* 1 1 0 4 3 * 87
2 5 0 1 4* C 2 1 2 1 * 49
1 2 C 2 1* 1 2 C 0 [ ** 26
0 0 0 1 3 * 1 C C 1 1 ** 13
1 0 0 0 C * C C ** 5
2 1 C 0 4 C 6 3 0 ** 12
0 2 0 0 2* 0 C C C* 6
45 61 74 35 61 23 47 361 1~6 34
, IIIIi  Ih
PAST
FUTURE
CLASS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
TOTAL
0• 0
Table 3. Array of the change an echo underwent to reach its present
size from 15 minutes earlier. The data is extracted from Table 2.
Abbreviations are the same
underlined for each class.
as in Table 2. The preferred change is
The class size is in Table 1.
33
69
68
42
28
23
11
6
2
0
2
1
0
324
3 104
11 108
39 127
27 79
46
41
25
12
6
4
1
7
4
276
27
18
9
6
4
3
0
0
0
641
TOTAL
209
249
305
502
400
367
244
154
87
49
26
13
5
12
6
2628
Echo
Class
112
113
149
244
161
125
4
23
65
79
93
50
34
24
6
2
4
2
401
15
Total
0
986
Table 4. Array of the change in the next 15 minutes an echo underwent
from its present size.
Echo
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Total
GR
3
21
43
98
79
65
41
20
13
8
5
3
3
2
0
404
DE
0
4
10
25
55
76
63
53
25
16
13
3
0
2
2
17
Other comments same as Table 3.
DI
149
161
171
250
166
113
48
15
5
3
1
0
0
0
0
1087
IMR
54
54
70
89
71
64
41
24
15
9
3
2
1
1
0
498
SA
3
4
4
40
29
49
51
42
29
13
4
5
1
2
4
292
TOTAL
209
249
305
502
400
367
244
154
87
49
26
13
5
12
6
2628-
Table 5. Array of breakaway areas future changes. Comments same as
Table 3.
Echo
Class GR DE DI MR SA TOTAL
1 0 0 65 14 3 82
2 2 3 76 23 0 104
3 4 2 69 30 3 108
4 12 4 34 6 127
5 4 11 37 21 6 79
6 4 12 20 5 74
7 3 4 8 9 3 27
8 1 6 1 1 2 18
9 1 1 0 4 3 9
10 0 _ 1 2 1 6
11 1 2 0 0 1 4
12 j 0 0 1 1 3
Total 33 7 6461 1
Aray of the merging areas past changes.Table 6,
Table 3.
Echo
Class
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Total
NE
42
22
8
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
GR
0
1
1
4
11
12
17
7
-7
6
1
0
1
1
DE
2
4
4
4
12
5
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
34
SA
0
1
1
5
5
4
4
7
4
1
2
1
0
0
35
Comments a.ame as
TOTAL
54
54
70
89
71
64
41
24
15
9
3
2
1
1
498
BR
14
23
30
34
21
20
9
4
2
1
0
0
166
TABLE 7. Lifetimes of areas, based on the maximum size attained, versus area. There are less areas here
than in Table 1 because these consider the entire life history and so include several echoes.
#I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
^" 8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
CLASS
Min Size(km2 )
1
1.5
3
5
10
20
40
80
160
320
640
1280
2560o
51
60
88
151
123
86
34
30
12
3
3
BREAKAWAY AREAS
Died
time
16
16
17
19
22
42
50
52
88
115
150
Merged
# time
NEW AREAS
Merged
# time
38 15
28 17
36 25
47 17
35 24
36 23
18 37
17 72
9 105
3 120
5 87
1 330
Died
# time
0 17
0o 15
S6 15
9 16
75 22
8 23
.4 23
7 41
4 41
3 55
2 75
1 30
1 60
273(1%)
1
458(2g9)
525
196(13%)
CLASS TOTALS
14
23
30
35
28
24
9
16
6
6
1
2
15
15
15
16
19
21
20
28
45
25
60
22
143
181
250
332
261
19 4
75
70
31
15
11
3
1
1
1
1568
9.1
12
16
21
17
12
4.8
4.4
2.0
1.0
1.0
.2
5120
10240
641(41%)
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for two levels, cumulus (900mb) and cirrus (200mb) for 5
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Figure 5. Low-level winds derived from satellite data from D. Martin,for 1500 Z 5 September 1974.
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Figure 6. Distribution of various characteristics of the band with time.
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Figure 7. Distribution of the echo class with the number of echoes
occurring in the class. The size of the echo classes is in
Table 1.
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Figure 8. Cumulative distribution (%) of the number of echoes, the area of the echoes (km2 ),
and the mass of the echoes (m3 /sec) with the log of the area of the echoes. For
example 70% of the echoes are larger than class 4 (5 km2 ) and 85% of the area of
the band is in the echoes larger than class 9 (160 kin2 ).
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Cumulative distribution (%) of the number of echoes (1), the area of the echoes (2),
and the mass of the echoes (3) with the log of the area of the echoes, plotted on
a log-normal graph. The echo class sizes are in Table 1.
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Figure 10, Distribution of the maximum intensity of all the echoes in the band (#1)
and the mean intensity of all the echoes (#2) with echo class. The range
of the maximum intensities is also shown.
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Figure 11. Distribution of the mass of the echoes with their area.
Three cu ves are shown: #1, during band intensification,
#2, after band intensification, and #3, the total band
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Figure 12. Distribution of the area of the echo with the number of peaks above 4O0dbZ contained
inside the echo. The two curves represent the relations for echoes occurring during
band intensification (DBI) and after band intensification (ABI).
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Figure 13. Distribution of the lifetime of the areas with the
maximum size they attained, based on echo class.
The areas are divided into four types depending on
how they appeared (new, breakaway) and how they dis-
appeared (died,merged).
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Figure 14. Distribution of the lifetime and intensity of the
breakaway areas with class size.
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Figure 15. Distribution of the lifetime of the echo with the maximum intensity of the echo
at breakaway based on whether it later died (#1,.) or merged (#2,+).
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Figure 16. Distribution of the number of echoes with the maximum intensity of the echo at
breakaway based on whether it later died (#1,.) or merged (#2,+).
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Figure 17. Distribution of the average area of the breakaway echoes (#1) and the merging areas(#2).
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Figure 18. Distribution of the number of new areas that merge (#1), the maximum intensity of the
band (#2), the number of areas that breakaway (#3), and the number of areas that
merge (#4) with time.
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Figure 19. Distribution of the nearness of the band to the radar (#1),
the nearness of the band's core to the radar (#2), the
band's maximum intensity (#3), the percentage of the areas
that breakaway (#4), and the percentage of the band's area
that breaks away with time.
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Figure 21. Time variation of the same characteristics as in figure
20 except for area L.
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Time variation of the mass (#1), the area (#2),
the breakaway area (#3), the merging area (#4),
the maximum intensity (#5), and the mean inten-
sity (#6) of two areas that appeared as new areas
and grew until they merged. The number of break-
away and merging areas are next to their res-
pective curves.
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Figure 23. Time variation of the area (#2) the mass
(#1), the maximum intensity (#3 , and the
mean intensity (#4) of two breakaway areas
that merged
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APPENDIX I
The echo isolation procedure is based on that used by Freeman (1976).
However, the FORTRAN program was streamlined so that large volumes of
digital data could be handled more efficiently with reduced memory stor-
age and CPU time. The input is a 360 x 128 array of intensities (dbZ)
surrounded by a border of zeros. The CELL program scans the array be-
ginning at the 00 azimuth ray until a dbZ value is encountered that is
equal or greater than the prescribed threshold intensity. For this study
a value of 30 dbZ is used as the threshold value, as previously explained.
The first 10km of data are rejected because they may be contaminated by
sea clutter. Once a bin of data is encountered, which is greater than
30 dbZ, its position is marked and the bin's area and intensity value is
recorded. Also noted is its area-weighted azimuth and range. The eight
bins immediately adjacent to this bin are then examined and the azimuth
and range of the bins containing a reflectivity value in excess of the
threshold value is stored in an array. Bins below the threshold are
marked so they will not be rechecked. For each new bin recorded in the
array, the eight adjacent bins are scanned for a dbZ value greater or
equal to 30 dbZ and these bins' positions recorded. An entire area en-
closed by a 30 dbZ contour is thus recorded.
The program is then returned to the azimuth and range where the
first bin of the previous area was encountered and the routine scan re-
sumed until all the areas enclosed by a 30 dbZ contour are found. The
statistics derived for each area are then listed as the output. This is
a listing of the number assigned to the individual area at the given map-
time, the area (km2 ), the mass (m3/sec), and the area weighted centroid
(azimuth (deg), range (km)) of the echo.
The arewweighted centroid is determined by the following
formulae:
AZL XAL 
- RANk X A
AZ= A , RAN = A
where RANi , AZL, A;are those associated with bini.
The present form of the CELL sub-routine permits varying thresholds
to be used, beginning with 58 dbZ and stepping down in 4 dbZ increments
to 22 dbZ. Also provided in this appendix are three other analysis
sub-routines. RAIN computes a look-up table of rainfall rates based on
a.given Z-R relation over a set range of intensities. The constants
for the Z-R relation are an input in the CELL sub-routine. DIST
categorizes a set of various sized echoes by area into 15 classes and
computes incremental and cumulative contributions (number and percentage)
of the different classes to the total area, mass, and number of echoes
GRAF plots the cumulative contributions (percentage) from DIST to the
nearest percentage.
S 0 0 0
SUBROUTINE CELL (A,P4~FAAREASCEFLLSITSLD,AREATDBZMAZAR)
C THIS PROGRAM DFTERMINES CENTROIDS FOR PRECIPITATION AREAS ABOVE
C A GIVEN THRESHnLD DBZ VALUE WITH GC KM OF GPOUND CLUTTER FLIMINATED
C EACH AREA CAN HAVE ONLY 10000 POINTS, WITH A TOTAL, OF 250 ARFAS.
PEAL*4 MASS(250),RR(64)
REAL*4 MAS
DIMENSION SUMW(250),SIJ7(250750)AREA(12),RANGE(128),KOMP(1008)
INTFGER*2 P(250)
INTEGER*2 a(130,362),x(10008),Y(100OB),PNEXTPLASTPAREAXCYC
INTEGE* xC1,XC29YC1,YC2
INTEGER*2 rELLS(130,36?),AZAR(362)
REAL*4 AREAS(250),ARIA
INTEGER GC
DATA ISIZEJSI7E/1309362/
C SETS VALUES FOR 7-P FON,
AR=232,
BPo=1 .?5
TTSLD=58
C IS17E IS T'E PANGE SI7F *2
C JSIZE IS T-E A7IPAUTH cIZE +2
ICAPO=S
IPPTNT=4
C R&AD IN IxMAX(NO. OF RANGE BINS), ImAXR(NO, OF RAYS), NR(S
C (NO, OF RAiGE GATES SKIPPED), AND R(RANGE IN NM)
IXMAX=128
IMAXR=360
FRCGS=
P=?56
GC=10
C IYMIN Ic TcF FIRST AZIMUTH AND IYMAX THE LAST
IYMIN=1
0 0 0
S 0 0 0SS
IYMAX= IMbAXP
ID8ZM=0
PSTEP=R/FLlAT (TX'4AX)
AFACT=RSTE~*O. 0174532
R1=PSTEP*F[.OAT (NPGS)
RP=Rl
GCGS=CC/RS TEP
IGCGS=GCcGS
WRITE (IPRN\T,7005)
WRITE(CIPRN.T,70O6)
C LOAD THE AP.EA AND)
DO A66 IlB=19IXMAX
AREA(CIB)=R0*AFACT
RANGE (IR) =PP
F46 RP=RP+RSTED
RNMPGS.NSTF09,AFACT
RANJ(F ARRAYS
WRITE (IPRIJTq7n04)
WQITE(lPkIKJT,70O3) (A9EA(1B) ,IR=lIX"-AX)
CALL RATN(AR98QqW)
c THIS SECTION FLI41NATFS -C Kf-- OF GROU1ND CLUTTER,
IX iA A=IX~MAX+?
IMAXk=IMAXP+2
IGCGSIClCG'Z 1
4n'5 00 407 Iy=lImAXP'
1)0 407 IGL=1*Ir7C(S
4fl7 A(IGLIY)=O
C FIND THiE M1 xIMIJM DRZ VAt Jt JN THE MA,)
DO 7 IA=1,TX4IAX
00 7 IY=1,I'4Q
7 IF(A(IxoIY.,GT*ID3Zm) I9iZA=A(IXIY)
DO Ri TTSlo9
PAREA=O
Ai4IA=0,O
PAIG0 *0
AZ1M=0.
0 0
I TSLU= ITSLO-4
IF(IrSLDoGT.IDRZM) GO TO b
WPITE~( IPRINT*7001)
DO 1 J=1'JSIZE
U0 I I=1,ISIZE
CELLS(IJ)=O
DO 10 IIJ1925O
APEAS (TU)=0.n
SUMP ( I) =0.0
in) SUM7(IU)=0*O
Do 20 1V=1.10008
?n Y(IV)=O
C PEAQ IN VALUES OF A IF N;:CESSAPY*
IS=ISIZF-1
JS=JSIF-I
00 ? J=2vJS
Do 2 I=?,IS
IF ((A(IPJ).LT.IfSLO).OW.(CELLS(IJ).NE.O)) GO TO 2
PAPEA=PAREA. l
ICT=O
FL = 0.
GL = 0.-
Ec= 0.
OPIEN =0.
ANIA=AREA (1-1)
AZT!M4FLOAT (J) *4~AP :(I-I)
CELLS (I ,J) =PAPFA
MO=A(I .J) .
&A4=PP (MO1)*APEA ( -i)
PN X 1=1
PLAST=l
XC=I
9 0 0
0 0 0 0 S S
YC=J
K=XC-1
L=YC-1
ICT=ICT.1
1N0=CL-i) *1?8+K
KOMP(CICT)=TND
XCI=XC-1
AC?=XC~l
Y'c1=YC-1
YC?=YC.1
00O 3 N=YC1,YC?
DO 3 M=XClXCie
IF ((AU4,tt)LT.ITSLO).ORo(CELLSU4,N).NE.O)) GO TO 3
ARTA=APIA.APA4'-1)
RANG=RNGRA4(E(M1-J)*AREA(M-1)
A 71N4=A71M+FI.JAT (N) *ARE A (14-1)
NO=A (mN) .1
MAS=IAS.;;o(NO) *APEA (t-I)
X (PLAST)=
Y (PLAST)=N
K=M- 1
L-N-I
ICT=ICT~i
IND= (L-1 ) *1 ?S'K
KOMP (ICT) ITND
PLAST=PL-AST.
CEg-LS (M.N) =PAREA
CO 0 I N UiE
IF (PNEXT*EQ*PLA 'l) GO TO 4
AC=X (PNPEXT)
YiC=Y(P'JEXT)
;. ,:X T=PNEXT+ 1
IF ( 'LA5T..-T.1oOOO) GO TO b
(-, I TO 0
IF (PAREA*GT*?50) GO TO 998
SI 0
ARFAS(PAREA)=APTA
SUPR (PAREA) =RANG
SU4Z (PARFA)=AIM
C SCALES MAS, FkOM MM*KM*e/HR TO M**3/EC
SCALE=2.777778E-1
MAS=MAS*SCALE
MASS(DAREA) =4A
P (PAREA) =PLAST
AZq=AZIM/ARIA
INAZ=AZB
REAZ=AZR-FLOAT (INAZ)
IPAZ=AZA (TNAZ)
REAZ=REAZ+FLOAT(IBAZ)
ZF=RANG/ARIA
f)OOT4=ARIA**. ?5
ABAP = AZI' / ARIA
C *** IF ANEA OF ECHO Iq <2b KM**2 ALL ,'OMENT VAR.=O,
IF (ARIA*LT.25.) GO TO 990
C OUTPUT THE THRESHOLD, APRA NUMER. TOTAL AREAL COVERAGE,
C AVERAGE RANGE AND AVERAGE AZIMUTH
QQ0 WRITE(IPRIN!T,702) ITSLnPAREAR IALZFREAZ*ROOT4.oAS
CONTINUE
GO TO 999
99q8 wqITE(6,1001)
o101 FORMAT(, ',*PAREA EXCFEnto 250.')
GO TO 999
6 WPITE(6,10nO)
1000 FORMAT (' ,,'PLAST RLFW Jw SO TT EXCEcDED 10008.')
'Q9 CONTINUE
CALL DIsT(PAEAMA'SARFASITOTAREMATOTAR,TMASSAVERA)
q CnNTINUF
7001 FORMAT(,THPESHOLO AREA 0 TOTAL AREA RBAR AZ8AR AREA ROOT 4
0 0
AMASS MAJ AXIS MIN AXIS FCCEN URIEN
R2X,'(DBZ) (Ki**2E (KM) (DEG)
C) (KM) (KM) (DEG FRM N)
7002 FORMAT(03X,I298XI3,3XF*4,2X,F5.1,1,F5.1
7003 FOPMAT(15X,SE20,5)
7n04 FORMAT(15X,27HFOLLOWING IS THE AREA ANRAY,/
7005 FORMAT(1o'.15X5,RANGE(KM) # GATES SKIP
A AREA FACTOR')
7006 FORMAT(16X,F6o.19 OXIS51 n AF4.1911XF9.7)
7007 FORMAT (1' 15X, 'AX DRZ=',IS,/)
RETURN
END
FIT XBAR YBAR',/
(KM**.50) (M**3/SEC
(BINS'/)
,3XE9.4,3X,E9.4)
)
PED RANGE STEP(KM)
O ___~ _ 0 .
0 0 0
SUBROUTINE RAIN(AR,8R,Rq)
C THIS SOLVES EQN Z=AR*P**3i
DIMENSION PP(64),DR(64)
JG=63
A=AR*.01
C=-(ALOGO (A)+2.0)
C=1O.*C
B=1.0/BP
D(1)=-40
RR(1)=0
DO 1 I=1,JG
K=I+1
C COMPUTE UDB VALUES.
DR (K) = (I+C) *
C COMPUTE RATNFALL RATE VALUES AT THESE DB VALUES
RP (K) =10.** ( (K) *0. 1
1 CONT INlE
wPITE(6,69q9) AR,BR
999 FOPMAT(0',15X,'FOLLOwINS IS THE RAINFALL RATE(MM/HR) ARRAY, DERIV
AED FROM THE EQUATION Z='F7.2,,*R**l,7.2/)
WPITE(6,7000) (R (I8),IR:1,64)
7n00 FORMAT(1OF10.4)
RETURN
END
SUF4POUTINE DIST(PAPEA.MASSAREASITOr9AREMATOTARTMASSAVERA)
C THIS CATAGOR17ES AREAS 9Y AREA*
DIMENSION ICA(Ih).TMA(16),ARA(16),ICi(16)AAA(l6).AMA16),PM(16)
DIMENSION PA(16)gPI(16)
PFAL*4 MASS(290) ,APFAS(?t'U)
INrEGEH*? 'OAfPEt
C ICA=N4UMBER OF APEAS
C TMA=TOTAL MASS
C ARA=TOTAL AQEA
C ICF3,AAAAMA=ACCllMULATEn NgAREAgMASS FRUM LARGE TO SM4ALL ARFAS.
C PIPAPM=%OF #.AREAMASS (ACCUMU~LATEDo
IPRTNT=6
0O 40 1=1.16
ICA(I)=O
T MA (1I) = 0.o0
ARA(I)=O.0
1C8(1) =0
AAA (I)=0o*
AMA (I) =0.0
PM(I )=0.0
PA (1) =0.
PT(I) =0o*0
4n ~CONT 1N '*F
S=0.0
Ic=n
I TOT=O
T-IASS=0. 0
TOTAR=O *
AREMAO0.O
AVEPA=0. 0
00 80 MNL.*PARFA
IF (AR ASC'4N)*6TRF4A) APEMA=AREAS(MN)
IF (AkEAS;(mNl) *EQOo) Gn TO3 80
ITOT=ITOT+1
TMASS=TMASS+4ASS(MN)
TOTAR=TOTAR+AREAS(MN)
ZLOG=ALOGl1(AREAS(MN))
IF(7LOG.GT.0.O) GO T3 30
ICA(1)=ICA(1) +
TMA () =TMA (1) MAS (M')
ARA(1)=ARA (1) +AREAS (N)
GO TO PO
3n N=((10.*ZLOG)+S.)/3.
ICA(N)=ICA(N) +1
ARA(N)=ARA(N)+AWEAS (N)
TMA (N) =TMA (N) +MASS (%N)
sn CONTINUE
DO 81 J=1916
K=17-J
S=S+TMA (K)
A=A+APA (K)
IC=IC+ICA(K)
AMA(K)=S
AAA (K)=A
ICq(K)=IC
PM(K) =/TMASS*100.
PA(K)=A/TOTAR*100.
PI(K)=FLOAT(IC)/FLOAT(ITOT)*100.
Al CONTINUE
C ITOT IS THE AREA COUNTERAREMA IS TH; MAX
C AVEPAGE ARFA SIZE, TOTAP IS THE TOTAL ARE
AVERA=TOTAP/FLOAT(ITOT)
WRITE(IPINT,7010) ITOT.TUTAR.AVERA,tREMA
WRITE (6, 1030)
nO 32 I=1.16
3? wlITE(6,1011) I ICA(I) qA(,A )TMA(I)gCB(
A(T), 9P (1)
CALL GRAF(DIPA, M)
AREA SIZE, AVERA
A COVERED
I) AAA(I)AMA() PI (I) ,PA
IS THE
0 S 0
7010 FORMAT(X,.QTHFRE ARE.14lbH1 AREAS CJVERING ,E9.4.29H SQ KM. THE
AAVEPAGE SI7E IS ,E9.4,204 AID THE MAXIMUM IS ,E9.4,7H SQ KM.)
1030 FORMAT('1',1X,,FOLLOwING IS DISTRIBUTION OF CATAGORIZED AREASo//,4
AX*'WITH MASS IN (M**3/SFC),AREA IN (KM**2) AND CATAGOPY STZE DEFIN
RED PY : CAT NUE4=(10.LOo(AREA)+5.)/3o'//,9XIN rIVEN CATAGOPY',9
CX*'ACTUAL TN GIVEN & t.APtRR CATS'2?X'*% IN GIVEN R. LARGER CATS'/,?
DX,'CAT',1X.3(' NUM~EP AREA 41SS ))
1031 FOPMAT('U',2XT3,2(3xI3,93XE9.4,3XE9.4)93(F9.1))
RETUiRN
END
i0
SUBROUTINE GRAF(A,HC)
C THIS PLOTS GRAPH OF GIVEN DATA,
REAL*4 A(16) B(1b) C(16)
INTEGER*2 GRF(101)
INTEGEP*2 CH(4)
DATA CH/' *,,#*,,o*,**/
wPITE (6,10nO)
wPITE (6.1001)
WRPITE (6,1004)
D=4.6
K=1
L=1
A= 1
DO 3 J=1.1nn
3 GRF(J)=CH(1)
DO 1 I=l lf,
GPF (K) =CH (1
GRF(L)=CH ()
GRF (M)=CH (1)
D=0-.3
J=17-I
K=A (J) +1.5
GRF (K)=CH (2)
L=8 (J) +1.5
GPF (L) =CH (3)
M=C(J)+1.5
GRF (M)=CH (4)
IF(J.GT.2) GO TU 2
IF(J.EQ.1) 0=0.0
WPITE(b61002) JS,DGRF.,J
GO TO 1
2 wPITE(6.1003) J,DGRF._,J
1 CONTINUE
wQITE (6,1004)
wRITE (6,1001)
16 INTERVALS BY 100 VALUES,
0 0 0 0 0
1000 FORMAT('1',2X,'FOLLOWING IS GRAPH OF THE ABOVE DATA')
1001 FORMAT(' ,.' CAT LOG AREA',q47XqPERCENT',47X,'LOG AREA CAT')
1002 FORMAT( 'lX I3,2X,F4. 1,4XIOIAl,1XF4. 113)
1003 FORMAT(O'.1X,13,2x,F4.194XlOlAllX,4.1,1l3)
1004 FORMAT($ '.13X.*01',7X,'10l',7X,'2OI',7X''3Ol',7X,'401O,7x,'501',7
AX,16011 7X , 701'X, oOt'80tX,tgOl90 ,6X, O1 01 o )
RETURN
END
APPENDIX II
A preliminary study was undertaken using GATE data for the
purpose of finding an intensity threshold which would define large
mesoscale areas (LMSAs). Five maps were taken and analyzed with
varying thresholds from 58 dbZ down to 22 dbZ in 4 dbZ increments.
Four results were noteds
1. At 30 dbZ, the maximum echo size conforms to those defined
by Austin and Houze (1972) as LMSAs. At 34 dbZ the maximum echo
size conformed to those defined as small mesoscale areas (SMSAs).
(Table 8).
2. The change in the maximum size with decreasing intensity
shows a 3-5 fold increase except for the interval from 34 - 30 dbZ
when a 10 fold increase is observed (Table 8).
3. The number of areas defined by a given threshold generally
has a minimum at 30 dbZ (Table 8).
4. Two or three SMSAs at 34 dbZ merged to form the LMSA
at 30 dbZ.
These four results are similar to those found by Freeman (1976) in
extra-tropical storms and indicate that a threshold of 30 dbZ outlines
an area of the size and internal structure of an LMSA.
104
TABLE 8. Stratification of maximum echo size in km2 and
of echoes at each threshold for 5 maps.
MAP 1
5.17/7
58*0/29
2444/56
1509/74
10100/75
16700/60
22800/51
MAP 2
1.95/2
11.4/8
61.7/25
264/69
1150/104
11900/75
19600/81
25000
MAP 3
1.82/4
42.5/46
294/56
1470/87
10600/60
19500/67
25000
MAP 4
0.63/2
16.2/5
41.6/36
213/69
1380/80
7860/57
13700/64
16500/61
the number
MAP 5
4.68/3
25.2/17
285/68
1110/85
9440/64
18400/65
23400/52
NOTE: Large mesoscale areas have areas rangin from 103 km2 to 104
km2 . Small mesoscale areas have areas from 10 km2 to 103 km2 ,
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DBZ
50
46
42
38
34
30
26
22
